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may affect compatibility with game'mods,' in case of problems, always try

to removemods first to see if it helps!. Install the freshly downloaded edition
of the game. Play!2. Excalibur Publishing, the 'owner' of the online version
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original files were changed.Changes and fixes since original 1.02 release:. a

new minimal installation script to automate the automatic setup of the
game-data folder was added so that it will work with all other games by

Excalibur Publishing. At the same time, the script works in newer versions of
the game.The old script will work with older versions of the game, just copy
the game installation folder to the same folder as the old script (make sure

that the old script is not run from a drive letter, as it's settings will be
overridden when Windows is installed on that drive. It's absolutely free and
you are not asked to get an account for that. You can be charged, however,
depending on your actions. If you would like to download some articles, files
or other content we provide, please use the Browse link below to search for

what you'd like, or use the search tool on top.
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